Be our Partner

The life jacket that keeps Baby upright!

Why upright? *
When upright, Baby keeps smiling while developing motor control and muscle tone. During
pool activity, parents are delighted by their children’s growing independence due to Lj-B life
jackets great water stability and comfort. Ideal for outings in the boat or the pool.
Child is Gold!
Innovations allow Baby to stay safe and grow:
· Ballast lowers the centre of gravity.
· Stability in water is maintained similar to a Roly Poly Doll (1), Baby’s face always stays out
of the water.
· Upright position stimulates and increases Baby’s interaction with its surroundings.
These are real life jackets designed specifically for infant. Tested and Certified CE (EN 396)
in 2007 and 2009. Tested in the Baby Swimming (2) contest. Our models won the Medal of the
European Federation of Sports Medicine Association at the Paris International Fair 2008.
Partner in Profits!
This jacket is custom-made for Europe’s 800,000 newborns each year. It’s an effective, innovative flotation vest that completes the product family of jackets already found in stores.

The safest Baby Vest on the market
at 40 Newtons (150N for Adult)

We are a Canadian manufacturer, Life Jacket-Adapted Inc., selling in North America and also
the winner of the Gold medal of the Portuguese Coast Guard at the Geneva International Invention Fair 2000. A company that definitely listens to its European customers.
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Today, you have the opportunity of becoming one of our first partner. For the first contact, please fill out the form at this link:
http://www.pfd-a.com/distributor_en.html . We’ll telephone you
within 24 hours.
If you wish to know more about our new jackets made especially
for infant, check out the following web link:
http://www.Lj-C.com/index.html.
You may also reach us directly by telephone at 001.514.803.8821
(GMT-05:00) or by Skype.com : julien815

((1)Any jostling won’t
affect its stability, since its centre of gravity is
lower than itself. French link only. Other link

(2) Baby Swimming
(Bebe Nageur)

These workshops help
children from 4 months
to 4 years to discover
the water...
French link only

* Upright Position
Life jackets that increase Baby’s independence!
Placing a baby upright means an increased sense of its own body and developing its muscle tone — the basis of emotional and interpersonal expressivity. The upright position allows integration into its surroundings, enhancing baby’s spatial orientation and maturing. For
a young child, being upright symbolises coming to terms with the world of independence. Better muscle tone helps psychomotor development and enhances all motor functions. Remember that the ability to stay upright speeds up baby’s acquisition of body language, and
enhances a baby’s closeness with its parents.
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Sémiologie psychomotrice de l’enfant - Thierry Benavides 2002 - 2003 http://www.chups.jussieu.fr/polysPSM/psychomot/semioPSMenf/semioPSMenf.pdf
(French link only)

Your ‘Peace of Mind’ Life Jacket could reach
over 160,000 infants each year in the UK!

Life Jacket-Adapted Inc.
http://www.Lj-C.com/index.html
Telephone 001.514.803.8821
Skype.com : julien815
P.O.Box. 41, Saint-Sauveur
Quebec, Canada J0R 1R0

North America Price List
http://www.pfd-a.com/PayPal_Canada_fr.html#Lj-B

